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The friendly listening association with a heart, supporting good causes in Northern 

Cyprus for the benefit of everyone 

ATA Facebook Guess the 

Celebrity Competition  
The 2022 winners of the associations ‘Guess the Celebrity’ 

competition are Tricia Gough & Hilary Kyte seen here 

receiving their prizes and certificates from the association chairman 

Full details of the competition can be found on the 

Member Clinic page of the association website 

At the start of December six players were in with a chance of winning the competition, but with Tricia and Hilary 
having been nose to tail throughout the year in the race to be crowned the associations 2022 Guess the 
Celebrity Competition, they weren’t going to slip up at the last minute. Tricia and Hilary hung on to be declared 
the joint winners of the competition.  
 
On being presented with her prize and winners’ 
certificate, Hilary said she has never won any 
competition and can’t really believe she’s won 
something after all these years of entering 
competition after another. I couldn’t even win the egg 
and spoon race at school, so thank you ATA for 
having such a fun competition that enabled me to win 
something at long last! Husband Tony said that he is 
never going to hear the end of this now!! 
 
Tricia who was overwhelmed to be declared the 
winner, said after having a heart attack in September 
winning the competition is a great way to end the 
year. Further adding “l won the monthly competition 
in August just before my heart attack so didn’t think it 
would be possible to be a winner so soon again, but 
here we are today and l still don’t believe it. I’m going 
to share my prize with friends to help make their Christmas”. 
 
Both winners were overwhelmed when they received their prizes, declaring the hampers – wonderful and 
packed with so many expensive treats that they will not know what to eat or drink first. Likewise, they thanked 
the ATA for not only running the competition but also for all the work it does for local good causes. 
 
Every Facebook post about ATA member clinics contains the image of a well-known celebrity, and members + 
followers guess who it is by commenting their answer to the post. The answer is also given in one of the weekly 
member clinic posts.  
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